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Mobile anti-fraud and revenue protection specialist Revector (http://www.revector.com/) today announces a
fully updated version of its Test Event Generator, enabling telecommunications service providers to
conduct advanced remote testing to ensure they are providing accurate customer timing and billing
information.
Uniquely, Revector’s Test Event Generator is available as an Android application, which can be fully
customised for the specific needs of network engineers. This provides easy and flexible access to
remotely test, identify and accurately diagnose any aspect of customer billing services, from top-ups to
balance checks.
According to analyst research, mobile service providers lose $58 billion in revenue each year to fraud
and mis-billing, which can be caused by any number of issues including: inaccurate timing of calls;
incorrect allocation of tariffs; non-arrival of SMS or MMS messages, and unclear or inaccurate recording
of consumed data.
The latest version of Revector’s Test Event Generator enables mobile networks to remotely test any
aspect of its customer billing services, including:
•Ensure timings within the network are accurate to hundreds of a second
•Assess the volume of messages that are not being delivered correctly
•Measure data sessions to ensure accuracy of data use
•Assess where network infrastructure is failing to deliver accurate billing information
Andy Gent, CEO and Founder of Revector comments: “Network service providers are often unable to deliver
the level of granularity needed to ensure accurate billing. Because the networks will err on the side of
caution, billions of dollars of revenues are not being collected.”
“Revector’s Test Event Generator solution transforms accurate measurement of network billing
capability from something that was difficult, expensive and unwieldy into something that is customisable,
simple to deploy and delivers an instant return on investment.”

-endsAbout Revector:
Founded in 2001, Revector creates products and services that enable telecommunications companies to
quickly and effectively counter fraud. Working with operators including Vodafone, Bharti Airtel,
Hutchison Three, Zain, Digicel, Etisalat, Telenor, Tele2, Tigo, MTS, NTT DoCoMo, Rogers, T-Mobile and
Cable & Wireless, Revector’s products have enabled mobile network operators to remove millions of
dollars’ worth of fraudulent activity from their networks. To find out more visit www.revector.com
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